
Beautification Proposal for the City of Los Angeles 
and Other Incorporated Cities of Los Angeles County 

from the 
East Los Angeles Dirigible Air Transport Lines



1. The faces of 10,000 murdered citizens of Los Angeles killed during 
1985 to 2005 and unacknowledged by the nation--- each face portrayed on 
the huge side of a solar dirigible of the East Los Angeles Dirigible Air 
Transport Lines.

2. The faces of 3,000,000 Vietnamese killed by United States forces or 
surrogates during the Vietnam War--- each face portrayed on the huge side 
of a solar dirigible of the East Los Angeles Dirigible Air Transport Lines.

3. The faces of 3,000 Chilenos kidnapped, tortured and disappeared after 
the U.S.-sponsored coup by General Augusto Pinochet, along with former 
Chilean ambassador Orlando Letelier and his American aide, Ronni Moffett, 
whose car was blown apart in Washington D.C. by Chilean agents on September 
21, 1976--- each face portrayed huge on the side of a solar dirigible of 
the East Los Angeles Dirigible Air Transport Lines.



4. A small downtown street corner altar to Carlos Castillo Armas, 
leader of the military junta installed by the C.I.A. in Guatemala in 
1954, overthrowing President Jacobo Arbenz. 

5. The faces of 200,000 Guatemalans, most of them Mayan Indians, 
massacred and genocided by the U.S.-sponsored, supplied and trained 
Guatemalan military--- each face portrayed on the vast side of a solar 
dirigible of the East Los Angeles Dirigible Air Transport Lines.

6. The faces of 12,000 – 20,000 Argentinos kidnapped, tortured and 
disappeared under the U.S.-supported military dictatorship--- each face 
portrayed on the huge side of a solar dirigible of the East Los Angeles 
Dirigible Air Transport Lines.  



7. The faces of over 1,000,000 Indonesians slaughtered by the C.I.A.-
installed dictatorship of General Suharto--- each face portrayed huge 
on the side of a solar dirigible of the East Los Angeles Dirigible Air 
Transport Lines.

8. The faces of tens of thousands of Iranians imprisoned and executed 
by the regimes of the Shah and the Islamic Republic after the C.I.A.-led 
overthrow of Iranian President Mohammad Mosaddegh in 1953--- each face 
portrayed on the huge side of a solar dirigible of the East Los Angeles 
Dirigible Air Transport Lines.

9. A small neighborhood altar to Saddam Hussein, who was once a C.I.A. 
operative.



10. The faces of the one to two million Iraqis imprisoned, tortured, 
and killed by the regime of Saddam Hussein--- each face portrayed huge 
on the side of a solar dirigible of the East Los Angeles Dirigible Air 
Transport Lines.

11.  The faces of 600,000 Iraqi men, women and children killed during 
the war with U.S. forces to overthrow Saddam Hossein--- each one 
portrayed on the huge side of a solar dirigible of the East Los Angeles 
Dirigible Air Transport Lines.

12.  A small street corner altar to C.I.A. operative Manuel Noriega, 
dictator of Panama, trained at the U.S. School of the Americas. 



13.  The faces of 2,000 to 5,000 Panamanian civilians killed during 
the U.S. military invasion of Panama to arrest Manuel Noriega for drug 
trafficking, money laundering and racketeering--- each face portrayed on 
the huge side of a solar dirigible of the East Los Angeles Dirigible Air 
Transport Lines. 

14.  A small street corner altar to C.I.A. “unilateral asset” Taliban 
military commander, Jalaluddin Haqqani, director of the Haqqani network 
that hosted al-Queda, who received millions of dollars from the C.I.A. and 
is now fighting NATO troops in Afghanistan. 

15.  The faces of tens of thousands of Afghani civilians killed by U.S. 
forces fighting against the Taliban in Afghanistan--- each face portrayed 
on the huge side of a solar dirigible of the East Los Angeles Dirigible Air 
Transport Lines. 



16.  The faces of 40,000 Mexicano men, women and children slaughtered 
so far in the drug war with American guns and American money--- each 
face portrayed on the vast side of a solar dirigible of the East Los 
Angeles Dirigible Air Transport Lines.

17.  A little downtown altar to the Unknown Soldier of C.I.A. Drug 
Smuggling, with a few scattered flowers folded from torn pages of Dark 
Alliance.

18.  The names of 10,000 murdered citizens of Los Angeles (and Robert 
F. Kennedy’s) sung in jarocho decimas on a digital loop in the patio in 
front of the former Ambassador Hotel and the Cocoanut Grove on Wilshire 
Boulevard. 



19.  The names of 3,000,000 Vietnamese killed by United States forces or 
surrogates chanted by Navajo code talkers in a digital loop at the viewing 
area, Mount Rushmore National Memorial.

20.  The names of 3,000 Chilenos kidnapped, tortured and disappeared after 
the U.S.-sponsored coup inscribed in holographic yellow on the back of all 
new driver’s licenses issued by the California State Department of Motor 
Vehicles. 

21.  The names of 200,000 Guatemalans spoken in the 21 Mayan languages in 
a digital loop played inside every darkened ride and interior building at 
Disneyland.

22.  The names of 12,000 – 20,000 Argentinos kidnapped, tortured and 
disappeared written in Chinese on Wrigley chewing gum wrappers distributed 
throughout the United States. 



23.  The names of over 1,000,000 Indonesians printed in inflammable 
lettering on “strike anywhere” match sticks. 

24.  The names of tens of thousands of Iranians imprisoned, tortured 
and executed printed in Farsi in pastel colors on Ikea bed spreads and 
curtains world wide.

25.  The names of the one to two million Iraqis baked like blackbirds 
into a pie fed to the U.S. Senate and Congress at a lavish gala. 

26.  The names of 600,000 Iraqi men, women and children killed after 
the U.S. invasion inserted at random in all new editions of the King 
James Bible. 

27.  The names of 2,000 to 5,000 Panamanian civilians killed by U.S. 
forces inscribed in Arabic in the border designs of small denomination 
bills of future U.S. currency.



28.  The names of tens of thousands of Afghanis re-used for characters in 
American movies and television shows.

29.  The names of 40,000 Mexicano men, women and children printed in 
special reddish letters on cigarette rolling papers that crackle like 
ghosts softly coughing when lit. 

30.  Ask me where the money will come from. 

31.  Ask me where the night will come from.

32.  Ask me where the teeth will come from.


